CS-3320 / CS-3321
Coin sorter

The CS-3320/3321 coin counting and sorting solutions accelerate coin processing
increasing accuracy and efficiency. Specifically designed to address the needs of
small and medium-sized businesses where coins are handled, the CS-3320 and
3321 significantly reduce the time required by your staff to count and sort coin.

CS-3320

CS-3321

By automating coin processing, you can release employees to focus on revenue generating and customer facing
activities and reduce errors while simultaneously increasing their job satisfaction.
Coin sorting today requires higher reliability, as the coin in circulation is constantly increasing and at the
same time, more counterfeit coins than ever are found.
As a result, there is an increasing demand from banks and other cash handling organisations for more
secure and exact coin sorting.
The CS-3320/3321 can count and sort up to nine coin denominations, automatically rejecting counterfeit
and foreign coin. The CS-3320 without escrow and CS-3321 with escrow, are the ideal coin sorters when
small and medium volumes of coin need to be sorted.
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Coin recognition
Power supply
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Noise level

Common features CS-3320 and CS-3321
9 coin values
9 separate pockets +1 reject box
Hopper 700 pcs (10 cent)
Drawer 1000 pcs (10 cent)
600 coins/min.
RCDS 4
220 – 240 V, 50Hz; 100 – 120 V, 60Hz
100 W
72 dB (A)

Dimensions (W × H × D)
Weight

CS-3320 (without Escrow)
662 × 470 × 305mm
30kg

Dimensions (W × H × D)
Weight

CS-3321 (with Escrow)
662 × 575 × 305mm
35kg

*Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by Glory Global Solutions.
They may vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

Related solutions...
GFB-800

WS-30

QC™

High quality, accurate and a
reliable system to assist a teller
when counting banknotes.

Compact tabletop coin wrapper,
offering a high level of performance
and low-maintenance operation.

A fully-automated, self-service coin
deposit solution, allowing customers
to quickly and easily deposit coin.
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